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PREFACE
The purpose of this paper is to present information concerning the
recruitment and retention of teachers as it is practiced by the school
districts in the immediate vicinity of Eastern Illinois University.
The founders of our country were of the opinion that the future of
this great country depended upon its schools, and in view of these beliefs,
power was granted to the states to establish school systems.

Regardless of

the type of building, the expanse of the curriculum, or the locality of these
facilities, it is generally agreed that the success or effectiveness of any
school depends upon that which takes place between the teacher and the pupil.
The teacher makes the school.

To the extent that these things are true, the

problem of selecting and retaining competent teachers ranks first in
importance for our administrators.
The old saying, "everybody talks about the weather, but no one does
anything about it,'' might be re-phrased to fit education,
about education, but no one does anything about it.··

'everybody writes

The publications of

the 1920's and 1930's show that many of the problems of teacher selection
today are the same problems administrators faced many years ago.

No one has

been able to furnish proof that there is any one group of traits that will
guarantee that a person will be a successful teacher.

With this in mind, I

have taken the dubious position of trying to present information that will
help the administrator and the applicant attain a more successful solution
to this problem.
I would like to express appreciation to the many authors of educational literature from which I obtained useful information.
ii

I ;vould also

like to express my gratitude to Dr. Gerhard

c.

Hatzner who has been of

irmneasurable help to me in my work and particularly with this paper.
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CHAPTER I
TECHNIQUES AND PROCEDURES FOR OBTAINING DATA
The information for this paper has been obtained from two sources.
The first and most important source has been school administrators.

This

information was obtained in the following manner: (1) it was determined what
information was needed, (2) where the most logical and reliable source would
be to obtain this information, and (3) how this information could best be
obtained.
The solution to the above problem led to the following procedures.
The information needed would deal with the procedures used by active administrators in their selection and retention of teachers.

To be up to date and

to have validity, the infonnation must come from sources that are actively
engaged in these procedures, and no better source could be found than the
present school administrators.
individual administrator

The impractibility of contacting each

led to the formation of a questionnaire. 1

In order for this information to be of use to the administrators and
applicants of this area, it was necessary to select those school districts
from which Eastern Illinois University drew the major portion of her students
and placed the majority of her graduates.

With these restrictions in mind,

the following criteria were used: (1) the districts must be within 120 miles

1The reader may refer to Appendix A for a complete copy of the
questionnaire used in obtaining this information.

2

of Eastern Illinois University, (2) the districts must not employ more than
120 certified teachers, and (3) the districts must have recognized public

schools.
With the aid of the writer's advisor, a list of questions was drawn
up that would best give the information sought.

There were seventy-five

copies of the questionnaire mailed to administrators, who fulfilled the above
requirements.

Eighty per cent of the administrators returned usable answers.

The second source of information has been publications by noted
authors in the field of education.

These publications covered a period from

19 27 to 1958.

The most surprising fact, concerning the information gathered from
these sources, was that the administrators and teachers of today are confronted with many of the same problems that faced the administrators and
teachers many years ago.

In all these years, no one has devised an entirely

satisfactory system, whereby it is possible to determine the teaching success
of any one individual, although practically all persons concerned with
education agree that the most successful teachers are those who have been able
to get along with people.

This trait is characterized among the desirable

qualities of teachers as personality.

CHAPTER II
SELECTION OF APPLICANTS
The survey was taken from among certain school districts which are
located within 120 miles of the city of Charleston.

The total number of

certified school employees in these 60 districts is 3,120.

The largest

district has 114 certified teachers, the smallest 12 teachers, and there
is an overall average of 52 teachers per district.
The following table will show the sources from which administrators
seek applicants and the frequency each is used.
TABLE I

SOURCES FOR APPLICANTS

Sources

Number of
administrators
using source

Per cent of
times listed
by administrators

1. Illinois State Colleges and
Universities

57

951o

2. Conunercial Placement Agencies

45

75

3. University of Illinois

36

60

4. Indiana State Teachers

18

30

5. Illinois Education Association

9

15

6. County Superintendent

7

12

7. Unsolicited Applicants

7

12

8. Personal Contacts

3

5

The table offers very little information that is not already

kno~m.

Administrators are prone to select the source that is geographically nearest.

The reasons probably arc that the administrators arc usually acquainted with
the institution, the source is inexpensive, and contacting that source C.oes
not take any real effort on their part.
these sources are used:

There probably are minor reasons why

the administrators are graduates of the institution;

the majority of their faculties are graduates oi the institution; or, it has
become traditional.
To indicate further evidence supporting the above statement, the
writer ·will discuss individual sources and try to shou a trend.

The fact

that ninety five of the administrators should use the state colleges and
universities is, in itself, no surprise, but when their choice of a particular
institution was listed it sho>:ecl the following trend.

Those schools located

in the northern region of the survey area listed the follov>ing schools:
Eastern, liilliken anc Normal.
r

c'.Stern, Milliken, Eastern and

Eastern, anr.1 Southern.

Those in the west and northwest areas listed
l~onnal.

Those in the southern area listed

Those in the northeast, east and southeast area listl!d

Eastern and Indiana State of Terre Haute, and those in the central area listed
Eastern and the U::iiversity o:l.' Illinois.

The only logical conclusion seems to

be th.:it the administrators' first choice for a source oi applicants is that
institution which is located geographically nearest him.
The use of the nearest source for teacher sel2ction has been frowned
upon by educators for many years.

Elsbree and Reutter, in their book, Staff

Personnel in the Public Schools, published in 195l>, and the New York 1.'orld
Telegram, in an article entitled,

71

Ban On Outside Teachers, ' 1 "tvritten in 19 36,

i,'e:::-e ve·i:y much against the use of local sources.

Elsbree and r,eutter have

the following to ray:
Need for Extensive Sea1·ch: ',hoever is given the responsibility
for teacher selection, whether it be the su11erintendent alone or
the superintendent assisted hy a conmiittee of staff me111bcrs, it is

5

highly essential that a thorough search be made for qualified
persons to fill vacancies. This will obviously require that
the superintendent of schools or some one designated by him be
away from the office or classroom :for extended trips to observe
and inti::rview candidates. Close personal contacts should be
established with the directors of placement bureaus in several
teachers colleges and universities, preferably widely scattered
throughout the United States. This procedure is consistent
with practices used in industry and in other enterprises wherever
top quality is vital. In the entertainment field there are no
geographical limits set when scouting for talent. It is
equally logical to travel far and wide to find teachers. There
are cultural differences related to geography which have significance for education. A wide variety of backgrounds makes for
a richer program of instruction than that which results when
local or even regional candidates constitute the sole source of
supply. The school system that has teachers who have been
thoroughly exposzd to the habits and traditions of the natives
of New England, the deep South, the Northwest, and of states
like Utah and sections of Pennsylvania where distinctive patterns
of life are identifiable, have resources which surpaos those
found in the staffs employed in the typical schooJ_ systern.
Despite the leveling-off process ·which has, to some degree,
accompanied impz-oved trannpo"'.'tation and conunun:tcation facilities,
there are still many different folkways in the United States
with which children zhould. become acquainted. In fact, these
folkways are an important part of the American heritage. Horeover, a staff of teachers which has among :i.ts rnemhers the wide
representation implied above would profit g"'.'eat ly from th•~
e}:change of viewpoints that results when teachers from many
geograph i.cal areas ~~ork together. This sar.:ic point of view was
expressed in an editorial entitled, 'Ban on Outside Teachers.'
The editorial dramatically de:;,:ilores the Ne~1 Yo:rk tendency to
limit itself almost e"~clusively to home talent. 2
The C.i.ty seeks the best artichokes anu potatoes, whether
from Long Island or California. Can it afford to ~xclude good
teachers from beyond its borders?
It may not be quite as ureent,
but it is just as important to fill the mind as well as the
ztomach with the best pro7ender available.
New York profits greatly by dra"tling good COllledians, ballplayers, musit:!ians, artists; engineers, bankers from beyond the
Bronx and the Hudson. V<2 \vonld not do without these. Why bar
outside schoolteachers·? 3
The second source of applicants was commercial agencies.

The first

commercial agency was established in 1835, and the need for such agencies

2r;illard s. Elsbree and E. Edmund Reutter, Jr., Staff Personnel in
the Public Schools (New York: Prentice-Hall Inc., 195/i-), pp. 72-73.
July 15,

3New York World Telegrar2, '?Ban on Outside Teachers':
1936-)-.~ ~~-

(New York:

6

is proven by the rapid

gro~~h

these agencies have made throughout the country.

A conunercial teachers' agency is a business that operates for profit.

The

agencies provide teachers for administrators, and their fee is usually five
per cent of the teacher's first years salary, paid to the agency by the teacher.
That 75/, of the achninistrators in this survey should use co1Th11ercial
agencies is indicative of several things:
1.

It is easy; an administrator notifies the agency of his needs,

and the agency does all the >Jork.
2.

It is

ine~~pensive;

the agency will usually pay for all telephone

calls, gather all the information on the applicants, and the teacher pays
the fee.
3.

In this

a~ea

there is an agency centrally located.

It is very

active and has gained a favorable reputation.
4.

A commercial agency provides experienced teachers, and for many

teachers, this is the only source of seeking

vaca~cies~

since the majority of

the college and university placement bureaus are J?rimarily for the placement
of their annual graduates, and they do not keep an effective follow-up on
their previous placements; also, private agencies are usually more able to
meet the needs of administrators in relation to teacher qualifications, such
as, particular types of experience and degrees.
The U3e of such agencies has gained wide acceptance, and any teacher
i:;ho is seeking vacancies would be ·pise to register with an acceptable agency.
The University of Illinois is ranked third as a source for applicants.
One would probably assll!.-ne that the state university would be a nu.-uber one
source for teaching applicants.

There are probably three reasons :for tlw use

of the University of Illinois as a source for applicants:
l.

The geographical location to this area.

7

2.

The small colleges do not offer all degrees, such as agriculture.

3.

Reputation: many administrators feel that graduates of the state

university are better qualified.

The thought, that the larger the institution

the better the product, has not been proven.
The remaining sources are so small in number that it is not necessary
to go into detail, although it is felt that some time should be spent discussing
the so-called unsolicited applicants.
tunes a year are you contacted by

In answer to the question, ::Hou many

unsolicit~d

applicants and do you approve

of such applicants'?" the administrators answered as follo,Js:

1.

The schools were

·~ontactcd

an average of eight tunes per year,

the larger schools being contacted as often as twer.ty five tunes.
2.

Sixty per cent of the administrators approved of this type of

applicant and forty per cent disapproved.
This writer cannot agree -;dth the administrators who approved of
this type of applicant.

The only basis for approval would probably be where

the administrator had madearery effort to obtain candidates from reliable
sources and failed.

If aeministrators continue to give this type of applicant

approval, then the practice will undoubtedly continue to grow.
such as this certainly is not conducive to professionalism.

A practice

It has been

proven by studies that poorly qualified teachers are often the most agressive
and persistant in using the personal application method, since they have
failed to win recO!nmendation by an office of teacher placement.

Also, if

personal applications are not discouraged, they tend to flood school districts.
This gives administrators a false U!lpression of supply and demand.

As a

result, the administrators do not see the necessity of listing their vacanciec
ivith teacher placement offices or seeking additional information about such
applicants froo

teach~~

placement offices, and many un!:ortunate choices could

s
be made.

Administrators should seek 'Whatever additional information that

may be available about all

ca.~didates

and especially concerning those

candidates making personal applications.
In relation to the sources of teacher applicants, the problem of who
has the responsibility of teacher selection will be discussed.
Under the laws of Illinois, the Board of Education has the legal
responsibility of selecting teaching personnel.

The Board of Education must

approve the employment of all school personnel.
The administrators were asked two questions concerning the subject
of teacher selection:
and

"wno has the res;ionsibility of selecting teachers·:*

"Does the Board of Education b.terview these applicants'?''

Table II

will show their response to the first question.

TABLE II
RESPONSIBILITY FOR SELECTING TEACHERS

Per cent of
times procedure
listed among the

Number of districts
Responsibil~i~t~y'------· using this procedure

Superintendent

_ _ __;~,!?-Swers

57

95/o

Principal

2

3

Board of Education

1

2

·--------------·---·-----··
Table III includes the aciministrator 's

ans~Jers

the i\oard of Education interview these applicants'?"'

to the question, "Does

9

TABLE III
WHO INTERVIEWS THE APPLICANTS

Number of Times
Interviewed

Interviews
Board 0£ Education

Per Cent of
Total Answers

36

60%

Administrators

40

It is generally agreed among educators today that a Board of Education
should limit its participation in selection of teachers to the formulation
of policies, and when filling vacancies, to passing on the specific reconnnendations of the superintendent of schools.

Board members should not interview

candidates or spend countless hours trying to interpret the credentials of
applicants.

The only exception is when a Board of Education is selecting

a new superintendent.

The job of appraising the qualifications of applicants

is a professional task which falls wholely within the province of the superintendent of schools.

He may delegate some of this responsibility, but the

board should hold him accountable for results.

If the superintendent is not

capable of selecting competent personnel, he should be replaced; but under no
circumstances should the Board of Education assume the function of teacher
selection.
One point in Table III probably needs some clarification.

The table

shows that the Board of Education interviews applicants sixty per cent of
the time.

This is actually a fallacy, because of that number, forty four per

cent of the cases pertain to special teachers such as coaches, music teachers
and administrators, or teachers who are more or less in the public eye.
is ironical that boards should take more interest in the teachers of nonacademic activities than they do in classroom teachers.

It

...
CHAPTER III
THE QUALIFICATIONS FOP.. THE SELECTIO:N
AND REJECTION OF APPLICANTS

Qualifications Most Sought in Applicants
The administrators of all school districts must face the problem of
selecting new teachers.

They are in need of procedures or methods which will

enable them to take the facts they have on hand, or may readily secure, and
proceed more surely to the successful solution of one of their most important
problems - the selection of those teachers who will do the best job of
teaching the children of their schools.

Unfortunately, no one has been able

to establish any successful method for guaranteeing the success of any person
as a teacher.

This is probably best shown by Table IV below, which lists

the traits or qualifications administrators seek in applicants.
TABLE IV
QUALIFICATIONS SOUGHT IN APPLICANTS

Qualifications

Number of Administrators Listing
Qualification

Academic record
Personality
Character
Versatility
Willingness to do extra wo1·k
Personal appearance
Experience
References
Student interest
Discipline
I<:nowledge of subject matter
Certificate
Religion

Per Cent of Times
Qualification Was
Listed

54
24
18

90'/,
40
30

15
15
15
12

25
25
25

9
6
6

15
10

20

6

10
10

4

7

1

2

12

11. Pervasive attention. The ability to give primary
attention to one thing and at the same time attend in
secondary degree on all obj'3cts within the sensory field.
This is a prerequisite to class control.
This native endowment is the most im:_Jortant of the teacher's
equipment, since it is the condition on which all his powers
will rest. His knowledge will not function in the lives of
his pupils unless most of these native qualities are present.
If they arc present, the teachc~r can proceed to work out
the mechanics of teaching which constitute his individual
technic. 4
The above qualities listed by Dr. Brubachcr tend to cast some doubt
on the aclninistrators' nurnbcr one qualification d1ich •ms academic record.
The above qualities more or less pertain to the teachers' personal:i.ty; which
most educators tend to agree is the most desirable trait of teachers, and
includes the ability to get along with people.
Kenneth E. Mcintyre, in an article published in the FfEA Journal, had
this to say about teacher selection:
From what has been said, it probably appears as if teacher
selection is nothing hut a gamble, since no one device or
approach has been found to be foolproof. However, altho there
tlill always be an element of risk involved, selection ca'.1 be
a much more scientific process than it usually is in practice.
No single device can c1o the job alone, but several can contribute to a sound selection :)rogran.
The most fruitful ways to i.."Tiprove selection procedun~s
include:
1.

Placing less confidence in letters of: recornnendation.

2. Eliminat1n:; th,c; short, ha:'.1hazard ii1tervie;·J and replacing
it \·.1ith ;~ell plaT".ncd, e::::iertly conducted incivich1al and
r;rottp iJ.1ter\lie\vs.

3. Using biogra?hical ir::Co:;:-r:iatioi1 and tr.anscript8 of credits
primarily to :>'.'eveal appropriateness of bad~groun.-1. and experience.

Considering availa~Jle test data - particularly as a
screening device to identify applicants with extremely lm:.7
scores.

L}.

q'

A. R. Brubacher, Ph.D., Tca.chin1: Profession and Pr_<!ctic<=: (New Yo':k:
C;:;;ntury Company, 1927), i:JP· 137-138.
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5. Placing much greater emphasis on penetrating intervie·;vs
with many individuals who know the candidate through past
perfor1:1ancc.
Teacher selection is an exacting responsibility, calling for
professional competency of the highest order. Limited as
our present knowledge is, we know enough about the selection
of teachers to make obsolete and inexcusable the practices
that were conunon a few years ago -- and that are still too
common even today.s
Although ninety per cent of the administrators listed academic r·zcord
as a specific qualification they loo!<ed for in a candidate, it is evident
from 'fable IV that those qualifications relating to the person as an

individual, such as personality, personal appearance, willingness to do
more than the minimum, character, student interest and discipl:i.ne show that
the overall personality of the candidate is the most important qualification.
This has been true in most surveys that concern teacher qualifications.
It is agreed that a person must possess a certain amo1mt of knowledge

in order to be successful in teaching others, but it i::> also kno•:m that it

is more important that the person be able to transmit that knoFledge to
others.

How ·well a teacher can get alon;; with others is Hsually the key to

how ef::cctivc that person will be as a teacher..

This does not mean thc:.t the

teacher must be the most popular person in school, but that he must be
respected by both teachers and students, as a person, before he can become
effective or successful as a teacher.
Rejection of Applicants
The administrators listed personal defects such as too shy, misuse
of English, too demanding, and not sure of what the applicant really wants, as
the principle reasons for the rejection of applicants.

5

Kenneth E. Mcintyre, ::now to .Select Teachers"
1958), pp. 27-28.

Poor scholastic record

(NEA Journal: April,
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was listed second, poor references third, and personal appearance, which
could have been placed under personal defects, was listed fourth.
The answer might best be given in the answer to the question, "If
you were giving advice to applicants, what is the one thing that you would
stress to them'!"

Eighty two per cent of the administrators answered,

prepared for the interview."

11

Be

The first impression is almost always the most

important, and ·when administrators are interviewing many applicants for
a position, they must trust their first impressions because usually they do
not have the time to study each individual candidate.

The administrators

must weed out those candidates they consider u.1desirable and then study the
two or three most desirable candidates at some length.
There is a feeling that most training institutions are at fault
in this respect.

Host institutions do very little in regard to preparing

candidates for their first interview, and to many new teachers this interview is a most harrowing experience.

If the colleges and universities would

take time and actually train the students in the proper procedures of job
application, such as the initial contact, letters of application, personal
habits, and even conduct personal interviews under knovm conditions, in
'

order to acquaint applicants with the procedures of an employment interview,
then possibly there would not be eighty two per cent of the administrators
who feel applicants come to them almost wholly unprepared for the interview.
The employment interview is one of the most widely known methods
for selecting personnel.

In the brief interview, often only one-half hour

or less, impressions of personality are given that make or break the
candidate or guide the employer in hiring a well-qualified or poorly qualified
teacher.

The interview is not an infallible instrument.

Some school

officials are awkward and poor at it, asking the wrong questions, asking too

15
many or too few questions, and doing little or nothing to put the candidates
at ease.

On the other hand, some candidates and employers under temporary

stress are unable to show themselves as they usually are.
A candidate should know just what the position consists of and whether
or not he is qualified for that position before he applies.

Before appearing

for an interview, the candidate should know just what he wants to do and what
salary he is willing to accept.

A candidate should not bargain with an

administrator or Board of Education, but, unfortunately, there are people
who have the responsibility of employing teachers who feel that it is good
business to have applicants bid for a position.

Applicants should be prepared

for the interview, but they should also be prepared as to what they will and
will not do, and what salary they will or will not accept, and not be hesitant
in stating their particular desires.

If anything less than those qualifica-

tions which the applicant desires in a position would tend to make him dissatisfied, then he should not take the position.

Teaching is the type of

profession in which the person must be completely satisfied with his or her
particular position in order to be effective.

CHAPTER IV
POLICIES RELA.TING TO THE RETENTION OF TEACHERS
AND THEIR RELA.TION TO TEACHER MOBILITY
The Retention of Teachers

A problem that is equally if not more important than teacher selection,
is the ability to retain desirable teachers.

The administrators contacted

in this survey were asked to list the various steps or procedures taken by
them to retain desirable teachers.

The results are shown in Table V.

TABLE V
STEPS TAKEN TO RETAIN DESIRABL£ TEACHERS

Steps Taken

Number of Administrators Listing
Certain Steps

Salary schedule
\'forking conditions
Recognition
In-service training
?ay for extra credits
Adequate supplies
Lighter teaching load
Help in locating housing
In-school promotions
?ray
Follow contract or else

Per Cent of Times A
Certain Step was Listed
in the Answers

45

75%

L:.2

15
12
12
9

70
25
20
20
15

6

10

6
5
2
1

10
8
3
2

The administrators were also asked what per cent of their present
staff had attained tenure.

The answer was an average of sixty five per cent.

This means that thirty five per cent or over one taird of all the teachers
have been in their respective school systems less than three years.

An industry

or private business could not operate long with this type of turnover.

The

cost in dollars and in inefficient operation would be too much, yet our school
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districts have operated under this condition for many years.

This means

that it is not only costing our taxpayers many dollars, but also, our
children are receiving their education from an unstable

01·

mobile group of

teachers, which in itself is not good.
This survey was taken from among the smaller schools in east central
Illinois, which is probably a partial reason for the high turnover.

These

smaller districts are not able to compete with the larger and more wealthy
districts of the state, and since there is still a shortage of good teachers,
i t is almost impossiole for the smaller districts to retain their outstanding

teachers.
;:hen teachers or teaching positions are mentioned, one of the first
things that comes to mind is salary - and, as Table V shows, providing an
adequate salary schedule is the major step taken by the school districts to
retain their desirable teachers.

The principle fault of this is that most

school districts base the salary schedule on a minimum figure and what is
adequate for the district is usually not adequate for teachers.

In many

instances the only way some teachers can obtain a livable salary is by moving
to a larger district.
The provision of pleasant Forking conditions was listed by seventy
per cent of the administrators as a factor in retaining teaching personnel
and in many instances working conditions have been an influential factor on
whether or not teachers remain in a school district.

Salary alone will not

aluays satisfy a good teacher; he must also have the necessary supplies,
time and cooperation of fellow workers if he is to do an effective job of
teaching, and satisfaction in his work is most ih1portant to this type of
person.
Other actions taken by administrators and districts were: recognition,

1 u..,

pay for extra school credits earned, in-service training p:Logra:ms, nonnal
teaching loads, helping new teachers locate suitable housing, adequate
supplies and in-school promotions.
One administrator best s1uruned up the entire problem by ans\·1ering,
''Pray, what else can one in my position do?"

This is becoming the problem of

many of our small school districts and will undoubtedly give support to the
movement for further consolidaticn of smaller units.
Another adillinistratoi ansi:Jered the question in the following manner,
Teachers either i:ollow the contract they sign o:c they get out.

1

It uould

be o:C interest to know just what type of school district this administrato:L
manages and to sze how long he remains in his position with such an attitude.
Unfortunately, in every profession there are u1i.Jesirable people, and teaching
is no c;<:ception.

There may be a shortage of teachers, but there will always

be people availablt: to fill vacancies even for adminictrators such as this
one.

Another factor, closely related i:o the cetention of
of policies er regulations pertaining to the
achninistrators were

as~ed ~·?hat

t~achers

teache~s,

is that

ao inaividuals.

The

policies their districts had pe.ctaining to

tli.e personal habits of the i:eachers.

Although forty per cent of the

adu'linictrators replie<l that they hau no rules regarding the teachers' personal
habits, it must be understood that the districts expeci: the teachers to
con<luct theu1s-:!lYeo as is fitting in th12ir position.

Tw0nty-five per cent of

the a.1.llirtistrators sai.d the teachers' 112rsonal conduct must be above reproach.
Ancth.:.:r twenty-five per cent listeu good cithenship as a requirement, and the
remaining ten per cent listed the following policies:

no smoking or uriL1king,

living in the school ..:istrict, and abiding by school hours set up by the
admL1istrator.
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As .:an be s2en, the school districts have oecome more lenient with
teach.:!r.3 conceniing their personal lives, but they still feel, and rightly
so, that a teacher occupi:.:s a position of influence in the conununity and
that the teachers must coaduct thenselves accordingly.
The subject of professional growth brought varied answers, and we
shall discuss only the major ones, which are: increased pay :for extra credits
and minilnmn qualifications.
There were thirty-two per cent of the administrators who said that
they of fer teachers an added increment on the salary schedule for credits
earned aoove the minimum requirem.ents.

This is in keeping with the desire

to raise the qualifications of teachers and the nee<l for teachers to go back
to school in order to keep up with our rap idly changing society 1d1ich ic
causing a 1:apid change in our school cun:iculums.
That twenty-five per cent of the adhl.inistrators should list the
I'linimum qualifications as satisfactory is probably indicative of the plight
of the smaller 0.istricts.

They (;annot set their standards as high as the

larger districts and still compete with those districts in selectin::; and
retaiuing teachers.
The qualifications for teachers have slowly but steadily risen during
the years, and surveys show that today there arc more students in graduate
schooi than ever befo:.:e.

This could mean that the better districts are

probably becoming more particular in selecting teachers and that those
teachers

~10

desire the better positions and better salaries will have to

prepare themselves above the minililum requirements now needed for certificatinn.
\Jhen school districts realize tl1at they control teacher qualifications
they will find that by raising their standards they will receive better
qualified teachers.

As the quality of teachers improves, the quality of our
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educational systems will improve, and that is the ultimate goal of ali
concerned.
Mobility of Teachers
It was pointed out previously that over one third of the teachers

employed in the districts contacted had been in their present position less
than three years.

It is a k.noi;m fact that the teaching profession is one of

a constantly moving force.

Dr. A. R. Brubacher probably summed this up

best~

MOBILITY OF TEACHERS: Teachers are continually changing positions.
The fact is, teachers do not remain long enough in the same
position to become thoroughly identified with their community.
Their professional value cannot reach its full development in
less than three years, yet few teachers relatively speaking, teach
in the same conununity more than three years.
This mobility has its economic causes. For the young teacher,
the easiest way to secure salary increases is to move. Many
municipalities appoint only teachers with experience. Consequently,
the young teacher is forced into the small community where salaries
are low, -wnere advancement is slow. This teacher in therefore
looking forward to a change at the end of her first year and
certainly at the end of her second year oi teaching. It is also
apparently true that it is easier to secure a larger salary by
moving into a new po::;ition than by remaining in the same position,
accepting the small scheduled increments. This even applies to
many cities. Mobility is due, primarily, then, to economic pressure.
There are also profeasional causes. We are still doing too
little for the weak teacher. Our supervision is not as effective
in aiding the inexperienced teacher as is desirable. The teacher
who has developed professional weakness finds it agreeable to leave
her position, leaving behind accumulated deficiencies in method,
in discipliue, in .strained relations with sur:-ervisoi:y oL:icers, and
to start a new, clean page of service in another school. This is
of course a professional misfortune and we should find a means of
correcting the practice.
Permanency in the teaching position is a professional <lesiratum. There is here a corollary to the well-known plea for tenure
of office. Vie should be concerned with those profensional and
economic conditions >:rhich i:Jill hold teachers in their places, ju.st
as much as with the political and official practices that affect
tenure. It fa fully as iLlportant to the profession, to state the
cas~ mildly, to c~eate a desire on the part of teachers to remain
in their place, as it is to induce school officials to retain
teachers who have become persona non grata.6
6Brubacher, 2£• cit., p. 150.
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Dr. Brubacher's book was published in 1927, but Table VI indicates
that the statements he made are very much in evidence today.

The administrators

were asked to list the reasons teachers gave w-hen changing positions, and
their answers are given in Table VI.
TABLE VI

REASONS FOR TEACHERS CHANGING ?OSITIONS

Reason for change
Salary
Larger system
Husband changing job
Lighter teaching load
Leaving profession
Nearer home
Advancement
Conflict with administrator
Retirement
Pregnancy

Number of Administrators Listing
Reason
42
24
18
13
12
12
9
6
6
6

Per Cent of
Times Reasons
Were Listed

70%
40
30
30
20
20

15
10
10

10

As was pointed out in Dr. Brubacher's book, about the only way teachers
of the smaller systeros can obtain a satisfactory salary is by changing jobs,
ancl since this survey was taken from a section of small, non-industrial
districts, this would more or less explain why seventy per cent of the teachers
changing positions should list salary as the primary reason.

It has been

noted throughout this paper that the schools from which this survey was taken,
are more or less at a disadvantage due to their size and location.

However,

it would seem that the administrators, recognizing this fact, would endeavor
to show their Board of Education th.a cost of continually replacing expeJ.ienced
teachers with new teachers and uould attempt to meet the salaries of larger
systems.

Th"' exact figures on the cost of replacing teachers are unknown, but

the misfortune that children face by being continually subjected to inexperienced
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teachers each year, as happens in many of the smaller school districts,
cannot be measured in dollars.
In relation to the problem of why teachers voluntai·ily change positions
is the subject of teacher dismissal.

Teachers are htnnan beings, and with

the present standards for selection of teaching candidates and the low
minimtnn requirements for teacher certification, there are unfortunately
misfits in the teaching profession.

Table VII, which shows the reasons

administrators gave for dismissals, will bear this point out.
TABLE VII

REASONS FOR DISMISSAL OF TEACHERS
Ntnnber of Achninistrators Listing
Reasons

Reasons
Incompetence
Lack of discipline
?ersonal conduct
Lack of cooperation
Lazy
Did not impreGs during
probationary period
Health
Never disr.dssed a teacher
Dismissed one teacher in ten years

~ 1 ebster

Per Cent of
Times Reason
Listed

28

50%,
47

26

44

24
5

40

3
1
1
1

5

30

9

2

2
2

defines incompetence as ·•wanting ability; inadequate; wanting

qualification or fitness; incapacitated; inadmissable."
when pertaining to teachers, covers a multitude of sins.
when he says incompetence is

"~·mnting

As such, incompete:c.ce
If

~7ebste:c

is right

ability, ·r then eviuently the institutions

re2J:1onsiblc for teacher training are ;.1ot <loing a satis:Cactory job of providing
teachers.

'i'hese people who fall in this category should be screened out t>cfore

they reach the teaching field.

If fifty per cent of the teachers dismissed

are incompetent or lacking in ability, then our methods :for t:::-aining teachers
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are not suitable for a profession.

It has been

sho~-m

"by studies that th"re

is not one set of traits which will provide a valid answer as to whether a
person will become a successful teacher or net.

Thc:..e are tests, however,

that will determine whether a person has potential.
Lack of disciplii.1.t: was the factor in forty-seven per cent of the
dismissals.

Much of the blame fits in with the reasons given in the preceding

chapter, but uudoilbtedly another vital cause of this
i:i.1 which we live toci.ay.

~roblem

is the society

The attituues developed and the psychological

explanations given for rearing of the modern child has left many teachers
confused as to the proper type cf discipline one should have.
is to be effective as a teacher, he must have discipline.
~)e

If a person

Discipline cannot

taught as a subject and the ability to have disclpliue may be partly

inherent; yet it is still necessary for teachers to learn the 'uest method
for controlling their students and to see that discipline is a major part
of their classroom proce<l:.lre.

Discipline ::..s not to be confused with order.

Many teachers can have order without discipline.
as these teachers stand over them.

Pupils

~;ehave

only so long

This has serious implication for desirable

learning.
Personal conduct and lack of cooperation are 1)ersonal characteristics
of people nho are immature.

Those who fall in this classification should

never have entered the teaching profession.

There is no place in the teaching

profession for the person whose persona! !labits or personal conduct is not
above reproach.

A teacher is in a profession that is looked upon, especially

by children, as one composed of people who are morally and spiritually above

any wrong doing.

The teacher's conduct is a reflection on the entire pro-

fession; he must be willing to accept those standards set by the public.
The same is true with cooperation.

There is probably no other
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caused in part by the shortage of qualified personnel.

There has been a

significant change in the requirements, but the change has been slou, and
today still there are people teaching who, even though certified, do not
have the necessary qualifications to teach children.

The qualification

requirenents, out of necessity, are based on the supply of needed personnel,
and as long as there is a shortage of teachers there uill be low requirements for certification.

Today there are more students in the colleges and

universities and in graduate school than ever before.
indication that the supply is ••1eeting the demand.

This could be an

Administrators are

becoming more selective in employing teachers, and this in itself will lead
the way to a raise in requirements.

One of the weaknesses of school legis-

lation is the fact that when requirements are changed, those people who are
already ce:ctifieci under the lower requirements are not usually required to
meet tl-:c new qualifications as lont; as they remain in their present positions.
This is perhaps a reason why there are teachers, especially older teachers,
who have lo'.' qualifications.
Thirty per cent of the respondents want to abolish tenure, not that
it is an undesirable law, but because it is urittcn in such a raanne:c that
it is almost impossible to remove undesirable teachers once they have attained
tenure.

This phase of school legislation will be discussed nore fully late:.:.
Ten per cent of the administrators felt that the minimum salary should

be raise<l.

In practically all school <listricts in Illinois, the t:tiniraum

wage applies to those teachers 1mo are not folly qualiHed, or who hold a
two-year certificate.

It would not seem likely that raising the minimum

salary would help any teacher, except with the supposition that if the mi11itutm1
salary is raised, then all other salaries would be raised an equal amount.
It is not those teachers ,,1ith the minimum qualifications ·who should receive a
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better salary but those teachers who are fully qualified and those teachers
who show extra ability.
A strictor law governing the breaking of contracts vas listed by ten
per cent 0f the respondents as a change that would aici administrators.
present lm·:r stating \;hen

teac~1ers

may resign is adequate.

The

There are many

administrators who are reluctant to hold teachers to a contract once the
teacher makes known his desire to resign.

It is proba'Jle that one of the

·weaknesses of school administration is :;.1ot the law, so much as it is
administrators >vho fail to euforce the laws.

If administrators would enforce

the laws now in effect, i t is possible that the teaching pro£ession would be
a much more efficient organization, and undoubtedly many of the undesirable
persons i:·;ould be forced out.
Kevision of the school code, in or<ler that it may be more easily
1.mcierstood, is desired by the administrators.
per cent of the administrators.

This was a complaint of seven

The method of entering the laws, plus

revisions of such laws, often confuse the school personnel.

The different

interpretations of school law has also been confusing.
A merit rating system, a longer probationary period, lower qualifications foe teacher certification, teachers be required to w0i:k ten months,
aboiish equal pay for men and -:·:omei.1 and a lower retirement age are changes
listed by five per cent of the ad111inistrators.
The desire for a longer probationary period is a change that should
not have too much validity.

The present law gives administrators the right

to extend the probationary period for beginning teachers an extra year, but
very few administrators take advantage of this

la~J.

Since an administrator

actually has three years to pass judgment on a beginning teacher, this shoulu
be a long enough period of time to judge a teacher's ability.

Studies have
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shown that there is very little increase in a teacher's effectiveness after
the third year of teaching experience.
It is questionable whethe:r the desire to lo-;1er the qualifications
for teacher certification should be mentioned by anyone having a position of
responsibility in education.

It has taken many years to reach the position

that teaching holds today, one which educatocs feel should still be improved,
without administrators' saying they desire a change that would lower our
present standards.
A law requiring teachers to work ten months is not necessary.

A

teacher may be contracted to work any amount of time that he and the board
agree.upon.

In many districts teachers are employed for more than nine months.

This is a desirable arrangement, for in this way teachers begin work before
school starts and have time to prepare for the opening of school; also, by
wo:cking after the close of school, it provides time to successfully close
all records anci

ma~e

changes that are desirable for the coming school year.

One major complaint of some teachers to the longer school year

~ould

be the

inability of teachers to attend sununer school; also many teachers are opposed
to working when school is not in session.
The abolition of equal pay for both sexes has been discussed many
tiraes.

It is usually agreed that a teacher should be paid on the basis of

preparation, ability and work performed, but there must be some arrangement
made whereby more men can be enticed into the teaching field.

One possible

solution is the "dependency clause, c• that the larger school districts have
includecJ. in their salary schedule.
female - ·who is the

hea~1

This uill enable a person - male or

of a household or who has dependents, to ente:: the

teaching profession knowing that he will receive allowance.:: for his dependents.
A loi•er retirement age in time of a teacher shortage could be costly.
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It is

kno~·m

that some of our most able teachers are the olde:::- ones, and it

would be foolisl1 to force these people to retire while they are still
physically and mentally able to teach.
The administrators were asked if they approved of the present tenure
law and their reasons for approval or <lisa;,:iproval.
n.~)proved

Forty-nine per cent

and the remaining fifty-one per ct::it disapproved.

we:re as follow::::

Their reasons

fifty per cent of the re.;:;pondents said the present law

protectc<l the poor teacher, tucnty pe:r cent said te;.1ure was :..1ceded in 0rde;:
to give teachers security, fifteen per cent sai<l it j?rotected good teachers,
and fifteen per ce::!t felt that the present

la~·1

ehould be :i:e-.rised so that at

least once every five yea::s tenure teachers could be re-rated.
Almost everyone will agree that sowe fo1"1ll of tenure is necessary in
the teachL.i.g p:i:ofession to protect teachers froill the petty l.il.fluences of
ce1·tain influential peoj?le of a community.

Even those administrators who

approved of the present tenure lau felt that it could be improved.

The majo:;:

complaint was the difficulty of dismissing teachers once they had attai:i.ecl
tenure.

Those who have knowledge of a tenure case may be aware of the i:imc

con:;~ning

t~1e

and

costl~r

procedures that can be . involved in such case.3.

Na:iy of

cou:ct decls io:i1s that have been rendered in such .::ases favored the teacher,

not because a district did not have

l~gal

grounds to dismiss the teacher, but

because of a legal technicality in the handling of the case!.
most aruninistrators agree that tenure is
administrators feel that the

pres~nt

~ecessary

and

th~

The fact that

fact that many

lmi is unsatisfactory, could be proof

that 0ur present la·w needs some type of revision.

There must be a tenure law

that Hill protect tcachei·s from undeserved dismissal and yet will enable
administrators to dismiss a teacher ,,Jho is not doing ;.:;atisfactory work.
The o:ci3inal purpose of the i:enurc law was an improvement for teachers,
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but the lav7 has been abused and ha.s become a crutch for the poor teacher.
Until the administrators cau improve the present la:;, they must learn to
live with it as it is.

CEl1.:2TEI: V

EVALUATION AND

RECO:'Il'·lENDATION~;

to the ,.,riter that the teacher selection and retention pra.ct:i.co3 for those
schooJ.s L'. Central Illinoic a'.'.'P not ac conplete as tlv:o acccpt-::d procedure!':
citerl.
Some of the problems invo1ved Pith

tcach~r

s2lectio::1 and retention

could possihly be br::oved hy preparing a school poHcy in pamphlet form
giving ir:.forr.1ation such as:
Br:i.2£ history of the co:CT1I11unity.

2.

I.ocation of the conmmaity ·;:ith ;.:elation to la-:..·gec. cit'f.es.

3.

Educati0nal and

l:.

li.JUS :i.n3

6.

General teachL1['. loa<l.

9.

Chances for in-cchool promotion.

c~pcricncc

qualifications.

.focilit i•'G.

A policy such as this would tend to eliminate the major reasons teachers
give for changing positions.
The problem of teacher turnover is evident.
one third

o[

The fi,;ures

the teachers have not attained tenure; also, the

sho~,7

m~:jor

that over

reasons

given :i:vr chz.:i.1ging positions were salary; therefore, districts rr:.i;;ht l>e wise
ill. establishing ::;alary schedules comparable to neighboring districts.

Many

new teache:cs ente1: these smaller districts to gain experience and to wait
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until a position in a larger system presents itself.
Another problt:m in teacher selection is the lack of definite qualifications for a position.

Administrators should make wise use of previous

studies and their own personal experience in knowing those qualifications of
applicants which tend to lead to successful teaching.
An established practice for the recruitment of teachers would be a
big improvement for the schools involved in this study.

The administrators

should become acquainted with several sources of applicants and treat the
selection of an applicant as one of the most important aspects of their
position.
The reasons given by administrators for rejecting applicants tend to
show that many applicants could do much to eliminate this problem, since the
responses show that many of the causes for rejection are personal weaknesses
rather than professional.

It should also be understood that personal weaknesses

cannot always be overcome.
The importance of the selection and retention of competent teachers
is stressed by Grieder and .r1ocenstengel in the following:
From their earliest history, the American people have
manifested their belief that public education is the keystone
of democracy. Today, that faith and confidence are e;~pressed
in an increasing demand for'free public education for all the
children of all the people' and an insistence that 'every
child has a right to succeed.' They feel that, in a large
measure, success is propo;.·tional to knowledge and that the
easiest, most economical ~1ay to obtain this knowledge is through
the assistance of the professional personnel of the schools.
On the professional personnel, then, and particularly on the
classroom teacher, has fallen this trmaendous cliallenge. The
teacher is the heart of: the school system; the truima, 'As is
the teacher, so is th2 school,' while timeworn, is nevertheless
r;1ost fitting.
3tudcnts remain under the influence an<l guidance of teachr~rs
from the beginning to the end of theil.· public school clays. The
importance of this relationship to the grow"..:11 and development
of socially adequate personalities in a dynamic, democratic
society is irnmeasurable. Jome understanding of its scope can
be gained from the nuraber of persons involved. Today there a~·c
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over on::; million teachers em;;iloycd in the public schools of
th8 United States ;:itl• approximately thirty million boys and
girls entrusted to their care. The importance of good
teachers j_n the classrooms, therefore, cannot be over
estimated. Good teachers are leaders and, as such, are
responsible for and have great influence on group action.
Since most teaching is, by nature, group instruction, the
teacher's true worth is reflected in the behavior responses
of the group. A umnber of factors influence the quality of
classroom teachers in a school. Among these are selection,
assignment, salary, tenure and retirement.
The administrator's respousibility: No other duty of
the administrator is more important than teacher selection.
A conu.lUnity may have goou school housing facilities, but ii
the school is staffed \lith poor teacher.:> there will bi.:! little
eCiucational growth among the cl.1il<lren. On the other hanJ,
a gooJ teacher will help children even though the equipment
and the plant are inadequate. This does not mean that chiloren
should be housed in poor buildings, but i t does mean th.:i.t all
children have a right to have the benefit of learning from
a fine teacher. Securing the best candidate~ for teachers is
the responsibility of tte administrator.
Naintaining a good staff is also part of the achniuistrator 1 s job. The dismissal of an incomvetent teacher is a very
unpleasant ta;;;l~ anJ sometimes has hannful repercussions. As
a general rule, a poor teacher considers himself a superior
teache;:, and even a poor teac~12r hac some :following among the
pupils and the community. His dismissal may tend to lower
the morale of the stu<ient body and the respect of some school
patrons.
Embarrassment is sometimes suffered by well-meaning
adr;i.inistrators because of a lack of concrete evidence against
an erring teacher. There are numerous valid reasons for
dismissing teachers, ruuong i;1hi.ch are inefficiency, incompetency,
ncgligen::e, insubordination and unprofessional conduct. While
thes~ causes or reasons sce:;n to be rath2r iaclusive, dismissalz
are often hard to effect becauoe of 13.ck of tangible evidence.
Tc.:dng cure of select, comp~tent and well adjusted teachers
will reward the administ;:ation in a numbe:;: of invaluable ways,
not the least of which iG cutting doHn the number of dismissals. 7
This study has given the writer a broader perspective of the criteria
involved in securine the best teachers for the school system.

Whateve:::

procedures are used in the selection of the teachers, there is no substitute
for wisdorr.. on the part of the superintendent.

H.i_s ability to evaluate the

relation of facts obtained uill largely determine the future success of the
teacher in the school system.

7 Calvin -Crleder and W. E. ilosenstengel, Public School Administration
(New York: Ronald Pres::; Company, 1954) pp. 205-208.
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A!?PENDIX

The Questionnaire

1.

How many teachers and administrators are employed in your district?

2.

Please list in order the sources from ·which you seek applicants.

1.
2.
3.
L~ •

5.
3.

t.:..

(A)

Who has the responsibility of selecting teachers?

(B)

If the answer to (A) is the Superintendent, does the board also
interview applicants'?

\'hat specific qualifications do they, Superintencl.ent and Board Members,
look for in applicants·? If possible, please list in order of impo:..:tance.

1.

2.
3.
l+.

s.
5.

If possible, lint in order the reasons for
frequently rejected'?

~·mich

applicants are most

1.
2•

..,
..)

.

4.

-·
r;

6.

Do you offer candidates a contract at the end of a formal interview or
do you require the candidate to meet with the school board before final
action is taken?
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7.

If you were giving advice to applicants applying for a position, what is
th2 one thing you would stress to them'?

f.

Hm·J many tLnes a year are yon contacted by unsolicited applicants'.'
(a)

9.

Do you approve of this type of applicant?

After your staff has br;;:en c oraplete<l, drnt steps do you take i.-i attempting
to retain your desirable teachers?

..
1

2.
')

.J.

4.

s.
lC. lihat rules or regulatio::3 does your district have that l)Crtain to the
personal habits of the teachers?
(a)

To th2 teachers professional growth':'

If possible, would you l)lease enclose a copy of your board policies'?
11. Please list in order of frequency the reason that te3.chers give you for
changing positions.

1.

·-.
?

3.
'
l!-.

5.
(a) Please list in order of frequency the causes for Hhich you dismiss teachers.

1.
2.
3.
t.:.•

5.
12. What per cent of your teachc:cs are on tenure·:•
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13. If you could alter a present lai:·7 or req:1est one neu law governing school
teache:cs, Hhat ·would that law be';
(a)

ll;.

'i'Jhy'i

Do you approve of the present teacher tenure law?
(a)

rhy:'

